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Faculty & staff spread holiday cheer

By// Haley Shock

Every holiday season kids wait expectant- help around
The Angel Tree fills up as staff
ly for Christmas, when they wake up to gifts the holidays
elves bring in gifts for nearly 50
under the tree, but some kids don’t get to ex- may not realstudents. The elves have been
perience that joy.
ize that these
shopping for weeks to give to
Administrators and teachers are here to opportunities
families and students in need
make that joyous feeling more available to are available
during the holidays.
NAHS between 40 and 50 students using the once
their
Angel Tree.
kid reaches
“A student will reach out and we will high school
reach out to a parent, but typically a parent as well.
will reach out and let us know they would
“We just
like some help,” counselor Mrs. Natalie Mc- noticed as a
Garvey said. “It’s all anonymous. They give c o u n s e l i n g
us the basic information about the student, and adminiswe’ll assign them an angel number and then trative team
the people who do the shopping- our elves- that a lot of
will know who they’re shopping for.”
the commuMcGarvey, along with a group of other nity help and
counselors and administrators, helped the availability like shop with a cop and things
program grow from a year-round drive to a like that stop at 16, and obviously we have
gift-giving experience to help kids and fam- students that are older than that and families
ilies during the holidays. Second-year coun- that struggle and need holiday help or strugsleor Ms. Olivia Jacks heads the program gle to get basics met,” McGarvey said. “And
now.
that was a way for us to help families. We
“I honestly don’t remember the first year have teachers and community members that
that we did it, but I feel
are willing to be the elves
like we have been doing
and shop and so that’s
some version of the Angel !"#$%&#'&()*+&),+&-(%*%& something easy that we
Tree for at least 15 years,”
can do to help out.”
)*%&-#.%'&-()-&
McGarvey said. “It natuparticipating in
%/%*012+0&,%%+'&(%3456 the After
rally evolved from cheerAngel Tree for many
Natalie McGarvey,
leaders helping out a long
years, McGarvey said that
time ago- they would do a
her favorite part is the deCounselor
collection drive of things
livery day.
like toiletry items and do“[My favorite part is]
nate to us in the counseling office- and then our delivery day when parents come to pick
that expanded into bigger rooms as a group. things up,” McGarvey said. “The counselors
Which then naturally expanded into helping and Dads with Tools ran the carts of presents
out at Christmas.”
out to cars - just the appreciation for the help
McGarvey says that many families that and the families that are getting the help and
may have relied on community programs for the families that are getting the help seeing
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By// Katelyn Higgins

that it’s not judgemental in any way, we’re
just happy to help in any way we can. Life
is hard and there are times that everybody
needs help.”
Mrs. Rebecca Minton has been a shopper
for the Angel Tree for two years.
“I think it reinforces the idea that we are a
community,” Minton said. “We take care of
each other.If you have enough, you should
be willing to give, and if you need something, you should never be afraid to ask,”
After more than 15 years, the Angel Tree
is still going strong, helping kids and families during the holidays.
“I hope it continues and I hope that we
can continue to get the outside help that
we need to keep it going,” McGarvey said.
“That we can keep getting the word out that
it’s there because I think that a lot of families
are conditioned to think that once their kid
gets into high school that there’s no help of
that kind for them and that it’s okay to ask
for the help,”
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Though the first semester is just
now wrapping up, counselors are
urging students to begin looking at
classes for the 2022-2023 school
year.
Official program planning begins
mid-January when students return
from Winter Break. Counselors will
meet with students individually to
help them with their final selections.
The Academic Handbook gives
an overview of each course offered
at NAHS. For students looking to
explore some of the lesser known
courses, we’ve put together a guide
on pages six and seven.
Continued to page 6

Senior Madison Scalf works on a project
during jewelry class. In addition to the
traditional course offerings, students
have many hands-on electives to choose
from. Full course details can be found in
the Academic Handbook.
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Work overload

By// Abby Moutardier

As a student adds the finishing touches to the conclusion tofa
three-page essay, they grumble
and complain, cursing the person
who assigns the paper and will
have to grade it.
“Students just don’t come up
every day and say ‘You’re doing
a heck of a job and I’m learning
a lot, thanks’,” science teacher
Jeff Williams said. “Most kids are
saying ‘Do we have to learn that
today?’ and ‘Why do we have to
do this?’”
The average student spends
an hour on homework each night,
according to Pew Research Center. Teachers spend a comparable
amount of time at one to two hours
on weeknights and one to three
hours on weekends, according to
a poll of 62 NAHS staff members.
While students may see this and
think “at least teachers are getting
paid,” teachers are only on clock
from 7:35 to 2:31 for 185 days.
“[Teachers] are pretty much
the future of the nation, how successful it is, all the knowledge,”
senior Tyler Conrey said. “Something like 80k a year would be
appropriate, [the salary] could be
higher.”
NAFCS
teacher’s
salary
ranged from $40,000 to $72,000
a year depending on degrees and
time employed, according to

From the
teachers'
perspectives
** information from a
poll of 62 NAHS
teachers
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NAFCS Master Contract. Considering the average staff member
works 52.5 hours a week based on
our poll, that calculates to an hourly wage of $21.16 for a first year
teacher with a Bachelor’s degree.
Amazon pays slightly less at $18
an hour for new hires, according to
CBS. Working at Amazon comes
without the average of $58,700 in
college debt and the many hours
of unpaid labor, according to the
National Education Association.
“The amount of time outside
of working hours I have to put in
to prepare lessons for grade papers
is outside time where I could be
doing other things,” social studies
teacher Thad Atkins said. “I’m not
getting paid to do these things outside of school.”
35.5 percent of staff members
say grading takes the most of their
time, followed by lesson planning at 21 percent, according to
the NAHS poll. Senior Muskaan
Chaudhry says she does think
about how much time her teachers
spend grading, but expected it to
be higher.
“I would hate having to read
all of the essays and grade them,”
Chaudhry said.
Email has also added a layer
to working after hours. 79 percent of teachers reported having
their school email logged in on

I am more stressed at my
job than I was pre-Covid.
Strongly Disagree
8.1%
Disagree
6.5%

Strongly Agree
24.2%

Neutral
14.5%

their phone,
and 79 percent of students reported emailing
their teachers
outside of the
school day at
some point,
based on a
social media
poll of 68 students.
“I
will
check it early Science teacher Jeff Williams talks with students about snow arriving in Hawaii. Many teachers say
and then turn they are struggling with student engagement after last year’s hybrid learning.
it off,” Atkins
is district level administration, and at teachers in a positive way.
said. “I usual“I used to want to be a teachly won’t do anything about it after there is also state level administration.
Without
knowing
‘Is
it
for
er,
but as I got older and started
4. A lot of the time, it’s ‘Here’s the
sure
me’
as
administration
or
is
it
to
understand
what was going on
due date,’ ‘Well can I have extra
time?’. ‘Can you explain this?’, one of those other layers, it’s kind I decided it wasn’t for me,” Mu‘I’ve already explained it in class, of hard to guess [which adminis- maw said. “I love the idea of being
a teacher and the fun I could imyou were sitting there.’ That’s the tration they mean].”
Williams says student absences plement into a classroom, but with
point where I feel like people are
intruding on my time. I’m not a is the most stressful part of the job as much stuff they have to put up
doctor who has an answering ser- for him, especially this year where with and the lack of money given,
vice where I get paid to respond to students can be placed in quaran- is not worth it for me.”
tine without a virtual option.
Mumaw also said that having
[emails].”
“It’s
keeping
up
with
all
the
a
family
of teachers contributed
35.5 percent of staff members
absenteeism
and
trying
to
keep
evto
how
much
she respects the proreported “administration” being
the most stressful aspect of their ery student up to date,” Williams fession.
said. “If a student was quarantined
“Teachers do an amazing job,”
job.
we
had
to
make
sure
they
had
the
Mumaw
said. “I am so proud of
“There are different groups of
administration,” Assistant Prin- assignment. I did that by posting my dad and my family since my
cipal Jamie Crick said. “There’s my notes online. I still post all my aunt and uncle are both teachers.
school level administration, there notes online. If I post quizzes or My other aunt is a teacher and my
tests, I will open it up for them, but grandma is a retired teacher and
I can’t leave them open my other aunt is a former teachI am paid fairly considering
I spend most of my time
all the time. This year is er’s aid. I am so so proud of the
how much I work.
outside of school...
probably more stressful work that they do for hundreds
on me than last year.”
of students. They have made so
Sophomore
Kylie many more lives better because of
Mumaw, daughter of it. They change lives everyday and
government
teacher so many students have gone on to
Pierce Mumaw, says that major in their subjects because of
being a teacher’s kid has them and their life changing work.
changed how she looks They are awesome people.”
I do not do school work outside of
school
9.8%

Agree
12.9%

Strongly Disagree
22.6%

All of the Above
8.1%

Neutral
22.6%

Creating Lesson Plans
21.2%

Other
8.9%

Responding to emails
16.2%

Agree
46.8%

Disagree
41.9%

Grading
35.8%

See more coverage on nahablotter.com
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Sold out
By// Carlee Smith

News //3
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FACS teacher Kiya Stewart said she has
“The shortage can sometimes make my
had to change her lesson plans because of job harder,” Prince said. “People get mad
the recent supply chain shortage in the U.S. at me because one of the things we usually
“We attempted a lemonade lab and we don’t have is masks.”
need 250 lemons,” Mrs. Kiya Stewart said.
The supply shortage is a big component
“Needless to say we had to change the lab.” in holiday shopping this year.
There have been 5,425 supply chain disThirty nine percent of retail workers are
ruptions in the first half of 2020, according very concerned about stock-outs in the holto Statistica.
iday season and
One of the
43 percent are
main issues of
somewhat conthe shortage is
cerned accordthe
Covid-19
ing to Statistica.
pandemic.
In
Junior Tay2020, a lot of
lor Wright loves
companies had
to go shopping,
to halt or hold
she
typicalback production
ly goes once a
due to the panweek.
Wright
demic. That led
spent over $600
to a huge drop
on holiday shopin industrial proping alone this
duction. The in- Since the pandemic people have found shortages of many year.
dustry is starting items, including soft drinks at Kroger.
“Every time
to recover but
I would go to
the effects are still being felt throughout the stores to buy things they wouldn’t have the
supply chain.
right sizes for the things I needed,” Wright
Senior Ryne Blair works at Kroger for said. “Typically I like to buy things in stores
Click List. Blair has worked there for a because I know how big or small they are.
month and works 25 hours a week.
I had to buy a lot of things and it took lon“The supply shortage makes my job ger to come in than it said it would on the
harder because I do Click List,” Blair said. website.”
“When I bring out people’s groceries they
Freshman Lila Waters loves to go hollike to get mad at me if they’re missing iday shopping for her friends and family.
something.”
She loves shopping for candy at the AlbaSenior Maddox Schmeltz also works at nese store.
Kroger and does Click List.
“Because of the supply shortage I think
“The shortage doesn’t make my job I’ll probably shop online more,” Waters
harder,” Schmeltz said. “It would probably said. “Just because it’s more convenient and
make people who have to deal with grocer- I know if the products are in stock.”
ies and stuff work harder.”
Forty nine percent of retail workers anThe supply shortages don’t just affect ticipate that electronics and accessories will
food products, it also affects clothing.
be out of stock this holiday season, shown
Senior Piper Prince also works in retail, by a Statistica poll.
at Old Navy. Prince has worked there for
Twenty one percent of retail workers beover four months and works about 22 hours lieve that food and beverages will be out of
a week.
stock.

“Usually we’re out of a lot of sodas,”
Blair said. “For some reason everyone
wants diet sodas all of a sudden, so it’s usually that we’re out of.”
Twenty two percent of workers say they
think home and kitchen supplies will be out
of stock.
“We’re typically out of paper towels,”
Schmeltz said. “A lot of baby formula too,
just weird stuff like that.”
The most common items grocery stores
are out of are: Ben & Jerry flavors, carbonated drinks, chicken, coffee, diapers, fish
sticks, frozen meals, Heinz ketchup packets, Marie Callender’s pot pie, McCormick
gourmet spices, Rice Krispie treats, toilet
paper, and sour patch kids. According to
USA Today.
“I have been so lucky that it doesn’t
affect me much,” Stewart said. “We eat a
mostly vegetarian diet. Fruit, veggies, and
grains haven’t been affected nearly as much
as processed food. Cans of chickpeas and
cans of fire roasted tomatoes are the only
things that have given me a run for my money to find.”
However it is a different story when she
is looking for her classes.
“We don’t have time to make everything
from scratch in my cooking classes,” Stewart said. “We often have to start with something a bit more processed. This has definitely caused some issues. What makes it
even worse, is that when I need something,
I need an absurd amount of it. If you see me
rolling my overflowing cart around Kroger
with 100 sticks of butter and 20 boxes of
cake mix, just look the other way.”
Forty seven percent of accommodation
and food service companies have stock issues each week, according to the White
House
“Probably twice a week I’ll find something that is out of stock,” Schmeltz said.
“We have certain items like soda,” Blair
said. “Out of stock a lot of the time.”
According to the same White House
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survey, 55 percent of retail trade companies
have products out of stock each week.
“At Old Navy we have a lot of stock
that is stuck on a truck somewhere,” Prince
said. “None of us know where. We’re also
always out of masks, as soon as we get an
order they disappear.”
The supply chain shortage not only has
a huge effect on workers but also on consumers. More than 51 percent of holiday
shoppers planned to do most of their shopping before Thanksgiving, according to a
NPD Group study. According to Finical, it
is also predicted that online sales will make
up 25.5 percent of total retail sales.
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How to avoid media bias

MATCH THE HEADLINE
TO THE SOURCE
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By// Abby Moutardier & Emily Gilkes
As ideology in politics is becoming more
polarizing, so is the media bias that comes
with it. Part of being a smart news consumer is understanding that every source could
have its own bias, whether it’s the political
direction of the company, or the personal
opinion of the writer.
The news is everywhere, but accurate
news requires effort. Media bias affects everyone, as those who don’t think that their
preferred source of media contains any bias
likely are blind to it.

derstanding the facts. If a question can be will be most informed on what’s going 1. FDA authorizes Pfizer/BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine
answered with “no ‘’ without reading the on, and have two angles to watch the
boosters for 16- and 17-year-olds
story, it’s not a good headline, according to remainder of the trial on.
Betterridege’s law.
Thirty-six percent of adults believe 2. Secret Investigation Documents Reveal How The
Patribotics headline Mueller’s Mystery that their chosen news source contains CDC's First COVID Test Failed In The Pandemics
Case: Trump’s Worst News Yet?
a fair amount of bias, with 20 percent Early Day's
Can be answered with a “no” from peo- saying it contains a great deal of bias, 3. Most Idiotic Things Anti-Vaxxers Actually Think
ple who disagree with the statement. This according to Statista. People acknowl- Will Cure Covid
allows for a preconceived idea on what the edge the issue, but only 30 percent
story will be about, and causes readers to go fact check, according to a poll of 51 4. COVID cases top 100k per day despite US hitting
200M vaccine milestone
into it with a negative outlook, making them students.
less open to the ideas they may be exposed Labels
to.
Publication websites contain more 5. Scientific Study Concludes That 5G Exacerbated
Sources
than just news stories. News, features COVID
One of the most dividing biases in and opinions are all frequently pubmedia is politics, Democrats and Re- lished, and typically the stories are laThe story is heavily opinionated, the author
publicans typically use media sourc- beled as such. Check to make sure a story uses some sources (that don’t seem the most
es that support their personal views. is labeled as what actually reads like. News official) to back it up, as one should in an
70 percent of Democrats trust CNN, stories are cut and dry, and give readers in- opinion story. It also uses personal prowhile only 16 percent of Republicans formation. Feature stories typically focus on nouns, something that should be avoided in
said they trust the previously men- a person or event and provide writers with featured stories.
tioned source, according to Pew Re- slightly more creative freedom. Neither of Social Media
search Center.
these should contain the journalists’ own
Just because a post is visually pleasing,
One of the ways you can outweigh thoughts on the subject- that is reserved for doesn’t mean it is accurate. Social media is
A student opens both CNN and Fox to see
this bias is to use multiple news sourc- opinion stories.
a goldmine for spreading false information,
different versions of the same story, each aimed es. By doing this, you can see more
Infowars headline “Elizabeth Warren is and as long as it is pretty, people will share
toward their target audience.
than one interpretation on a news story. So Very Wrong About Inflation” gives opin- and repost the graphic, seldom fact checkFox News and CNN both had “front ion, despite being labeled as a feature story. ing any of the information.
Headline
page” web-stories on the Jussie Smollett
Additionally, social media provides
Headlines open up the story, and give trial on the morning of December 9, with
Just because it's visually pleasing,
a place for anyone to share their views,
the reader a first impression. It’s typically very different angles.
doesn't mean it's accurate
which can be good and bad. While it
the largest text, and meant to catch your atThe Fox headline reads “Jussie SmolA guide to avoid bias on social media
may lead to more people learning about
tention. The headline is meant to be neutral, lett, regardless of verdict ‘already lost’,
the opposing side, it can also lead to
the Poster
and meant to tell the reader what the story brand expert says”; it focuses on the ef- IfCheck
being caught in an echo chamber when
a social media news post is on a verified news source account, it
is about, without telling them what to think. fects of the trial on his public image, but can be more likely to be professionally fact checked. When a news
you unfollow accounts strictly for disA news story on Alternet is headlined fails to mention the actual trial until the story is covered by "opposing" cites, the information
agreeing with them.
Read the Comments
“Watch: Far-right anti-vaxx pastor just can’t cool-down portion; 55 percent of people
A 2020 NAHS poll of 92 students
Comment sections are a hub for both those who agree or disagree
understand why there are no ‘big democrats’ stop reading a story in 15 seconds or less,
with the post. If comments are tunred off the poster may be trying to
showed 40.2 percent of students used
avoid facing critism and disagreement.
who have died from COVID”. Right off the according to Buffer.
social media, many using Instagram,
bat, this headline tells readers where the
The CNN headline “Jurors begin sec- Be Aware of Confirmation Bias
as a news source, and 93.5 percent said
writer stands.
ond day of deliberations in trial of actor Confirmation bias is the human tendency to seek posts that only aline
they do think social media impacts electheir beliefs, and social media algorithms only add to this,
News headlines should clearly and con- Jussie Smollett for alleged hate crime with
tions. Though social media is a great
ensuring consumers see mostly posts they agree with, right or wrong.
cisely convey the information, without any hoax” focuses strictly on the trial, yet
place to find information, 59 percent
Don't Hesitate to Fact Check
extra opinion and fluff. Avoid looking for nothing connects readers to the story to
of people believe their findings to be
In this open book world, it's not too hard to fact check, it will take
just minutes of time, but will prevent the spread of fake news.
news stories that have a question as the cause them to care about the topic if they
inaccurate, according to Pew Research
headline. This implies that you need to form did not already.
Center.
your own opinion, instead of simply unBy reading both stories, consumers
1. CNN, 2. Buzzfeed, 3. The Onion, 4.Fox News, 5. Infowars
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Seniors feel the pressure

Features //5
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By// Joy Robinson

Senior year is the gateway to adulthood. able with not knowing exactly everything,”
Students have responsibilities that they Bobbitt said. “Some seniors feel like at this
didn’t have before such as applying to col- point in their educational journey that they
lege and deciding what they want to do for need to have it all mapped out, all planned
the rest of their life.
out. That’s good but it’s more important to
“You have more responsibilities now,” have an idea of where I could see myself
senior Gavin Thompson said. “People ex- and look at potential avenues and look at
pect you to know what to do for yourself potential paths to that area, not necessarily
because you are an adult now.”
that I have to do this and I have to go to this
Senior Peyton Lewe said she would de- school.”
scribe senior year as “hectic, sad, and busy”.
Admission experts say that students
49 percent of high school students across should start applying to colleges at the start
America have reported being stressed, ac- of their senior year, according to the Colcording to New York University.
lege Board. Applications open on August 1
“The most stressful part about being a for many colleges. With this, students are
senior is just making sure I get everything also expected to start applying for scholardone,” Lewe said. “There are so many dead- ships themselves too.
lines you have to keep track of along with
“The most stressful part about being
deadlines for school
a senior is
work.”
!"#$%&#'#(%#)*'+$,'*$' finding scholSeniors are expectarships
for
-.$/'/01*'*$'2$'3$4'
ed to be able to speak
my intended
for themselves and
major,” Tyler
+$,45#&3'6#)1,5#'
complete work after
said. “Given
+$,'14#'1.'12,&*'.$/78 that the only
being handheld for the
past years.
scholarships
Senior Kelise Tyler
provided for
says that self discipline
seniors are for
is the hardest part of senior year.
students who either want to attend an Indi“The most challenging is definitely get- ana school and or become a nurse.”
ting myself to do the work,” Tyler said. “It’s
Seniors get asked the question where
not gonna get done on it’s own and I need to they want to go to college and what they
be able to just tell myself. ”
want to do with the rest of their life all the
Senior counselor Eddie Bobbitt works time.
with seniors to help them find what they
“It makes me feel like a broken record,”
want to do later in life.
Lewe said. “I want to go to college at Pur“I think the most stressful work with se- due and major in neuroscience to combine
niors is the anxiety of becoming comfort- my love for psychology and biology.”

Senior Gavin Thompson

1. Finish Junior Year

You want to take care of business
accademically. The success you
end with is the success you'll start
with next year.

“It’s kind of
nerve
wracking
because
you have to
give them real
answers
with
good reasoning
and sometimes
you’re not really sure what
the answer is,”
Thompson said. Senior Shalandria White talks with senior counselor Mr. Eddie
Seniors also Bobbitt at lunch. Bobbitt is available to talk with students during
get asked what lunch in the Commons.
they want to ma“I wanted to own my own bakery when
jor in. Between
I
was
a child,” Lewe said. “Now I want
20% and 50% of new students enter college
to
major
in neuroscience. My plans have
as “undecided” on what major they plan to
changed
drastically.”
do, according to College Choice. Tyler says
Fifty to 70 percent of all undergraduate
she plans to major in business and minor in
students
switch majors, according to Ohio
accounting.
State
University.
“I feel when people ask me about my
“I wanted to be a pilot,” Tyler said.
major and I tell them what I want to be they
“Now,
I want to be my own boss so not
don’t take me seriously,” Tyler said. “Like
much
different
in that aspect but in the pilot
I’m reaching too high, that’s how I feel.
They are wrong and I’m gonna be the one life you couldn’t make your own schedule
and you’d have to punch the clock.”
percent.”
2022 seniors have only had one “norSeniors have expectations of still getting
mal”
school year; Mr. Bobbitt says he wants
good grades, graduate, and just to be overall
seniors to enjoy their senior year.
ready for the next step.
“Enjoy what you can, enjoy the lunch“I don’t succumb to expectations about
time
talks, going to games, and going to
myself,” Tyler said. “You are going to get
semi-state,” Bobbitt said. “Remember to
what you get.”
People’s views on what they want to do enjoy the experience. As much as I want
after college or even before college con- you to focus on life after you only get one
stantly changes. Even many adults know senior year, you are getting ready for your
what they want to do but seniors are expect- last semester of your senior year.”
ed to.

How to prepare for Senior Year
2. Start Exploring
Colleges

Annalyze what you are looking for in
a college and/or what career path.

3. Explore Career Opportunities

College isn't the answer for everyone.
There are plenty of great career
opportuinities that don't require a four year
degree.

According to Mr. Bobbitt
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4. Analyze Yourself

Analyze where you could see yourself.
Figure out what you need to do now, apply
to college, apply to Prosser or an
apprenticeship.
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A cheerful tradition
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By// Abby Sekula

For the past 67 years,
NAHS’s theatre troupe has performed the Christmas Mini Musical.
Each year the Musical Theatre class travels to almost all
NAFC elementary and middle
schools, the early learning center, and the administration building to perform. This year the
troupe performed 19 times.
Senior Jenna Stone was an
elf this year.
“[The mini musical] was a
lot of fun,” Stone said. “Being
able to spread Christmas cheer is
always a really fun time.”
Stone said the musical has
really helped bring in the Christmas spirit.
Senior Piper Prince was Mrs.
Claus this year and has been in
the musical the last three years.
“The kids always want to

sing along,” Prince said, “which
we love because it gets our energy up.”
Each year the mini-musical
has a new theme, this year’s was
a blend of Elf and Grease.
“My favorite version of the
mini-musical is probably the
one from my sophomore year,”
Prince said, “because it focused
on believing in the magic of
Christmas.”
Senior Erik Martinez performed has been performing in
the Mini Musical since his sophomore year, and has also been an
active theatre performer.
Rehearsal in the Musical
Theatre class began during the
production of Beauty and the
Beast.
“The mini-musical is less
stressful,” Martinez said. “The
overlap from Beauty and the

Beast was only a week so it
wasn’t that bad.”
Approximately 6,000 students are able to see the performance each year, not including
recorded performances.
Sophomore Isabelle Fenwick says she remembers the
mini-musical fondly.
“You knew if [the Mini-Musical performers] came it was
Christmas time,” Fenwick said.
“I wish they still did it for us [at
the high school], I loved the music.”
Sophomore Gage Stice is in
theatre and plans to be in the
Mini Musical next year.
“Growing up, I just liked
how they made it feel very
Christmas-y,” Stice said. “They
really embodied the Christmas
spirit.”
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Cadet teaching is a dual credit class that teaches

about education and related fields. Students learn about
creating a productive learning environment, classroom
management, poverty and so much more.
Mrs. Sharon Allen: “My students are in my classroom
three days a week and spend the remaining two days at
one of our elementary or middle schools. They get to
work alongside another classroom teacher.”
Senior Isaac Minton: “My favorite part of cadet teaching
is being able to go to my school and help my students
realize and learn material that they hadn’t had success
with before.”

AP Seminar is a class where students start learning
how to build an effective argument and then they move

into analyzing arguments. They are also taught the skills
needed to research a topic/problem of interest from different perspectives.
Mr. Dustin Goodlett: “Students who would like the class
would include those that are curious and enjoy learning.
Students do not have to be strong writers or comfortable
with speaking in front of their peers but those who do will
thoroughly enjoy this class. Not only will students learn
research, writing, and presenting skills but they will be
able to go into great depths regarding topics and problems
that are meaningful to them.”
Junior Alaina Walker: “One of my favorite parts of AP
Seminar is you get to pick issues you care about. You get
to research and find out all of these different factors that

can contribute to the issue and use different lenses and
perspectives to show how big the issue really is.”

JAG is a class where students can explore different careers and learn important life skills before they graduate.
Ms. Audrey Knigge: “A lot of students enjoy learning
about how to do their own taxes! Learning personal
finance is important and once they find out that this may
save them money in the future, they are all in!”
Senior Brittany Jackson: “My favorite part is honestly going to the classroom and knowing that it can be a
comfort zone and knowing that the assignments aren’t too
complicated compared to other classes, and knowing we
use a lot of creativity when it comes to this class so it’s
not just books and paperwork.”
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Looking good
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By// Jona Carper
Walter Rudolph is known by many
students as “the man in the fancy suit”,
but he does more for students here than
most are aware of.
“My title here is instructional assistant, but it goes a lot farther than that,”
Rudolph said. “I really try to make sure
that teachers are able to teach just in
case any students are being disruptive.”
Rudolph says he wants to be able to
take them out of the classrooms to talk
to them and get them back on the right
track.
“Going a little deeper, I want to be
more of a mentor and notice how things
are going in [students’] lives and try to
help them in any way I can,” Rudolph
said.
Rudolph says he has been retired
for years now, but told himself when
he went back into the workforce that he
wanted to continue to work with youth.
“Before I retired I worked with
youth for well over 20 years in different areas, so coming back to work
I wanted to make sure that I stayed in
that capacity of working with students,
youth in particular,” Rudolph said. “So

this basically turned out to be an ideal
retirement job.”
Rudolph says that his favorite part
about working here is building positive
relationships with students and teachers.
“Getting to know people and building trust in relationships so I can better
understand where the youth is coming
from so you can put yourself in their
shoes to better understand what’s going
on with them,” Rudolph said.
Rudolph is known for his fancy
suits and dressing to the nines most of
the time.
“I’ve been wearing suits since junior high/high school,” Rudolph said.
“It makes me feel good and I try to send
a positive message and be a positive influence to a lot of the young men.”
Rudolph says that he wears a few
designer brands including Steve Harvey, Stacy Adams and Antonio Cerrelli.
“I wouldn’t say that my suits are
fancy,” Rudolph said.
Rudolph says that wearing suits
has always been a comfort to him.

Intro to construction is an elective class offered
in the fall. Students learn how to measure and use power
tools, read blue prints and so much more.
Ms. Miriam Munoz: “Something cool that students learn
is how to mix up concrete and how to operate many power tools. Also, I think it’s cool that students get to make
something and keep it and take it home with them.”

Jewelry is a first year one semester class where you
work with copper wire to fabricate things and create some
jewelry pieces.
Mrs. Monica Schotter: “I’m really excited to teach this
class again because I’ve learned so much during this short
time. I know I’ll be a better teacher next time and we’ll
get to all the really cool stuff!”
Sophomore Amelia Sekula:“I took jewelry because I

Thursday
Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

was interested in seeing how creative I could be.”

Web design is a one semester class that teaches students how to write HTML code to create web pages.
Mrs. Kristin Scott: “Students who take this class need
to have met a prerequisite of an A or B in Algebra I (or a
higher level math class). Students who enjoy fast-paced,
hands-on learning do well in the class. If you like to try
things on your own while learning new material, this is a
good class for you.”
Sophomore Isaac Bays: “It’s fun to use our creativity
with web design programming. I would definitely recommend this class to others, it’s something fun to try.”

Project Lead the Way has five different sections:
Introduction to Engineering Design, Digital Electronics,
Principles of engineering, Civil Engineering and Archi-

5 days of
Rudolph
Instructional Assistant
Walter Rudolph is known
as the best dressed man in
the building.

Friday

tecture, (CEA), Engineering Design and Development
(EDD).
Mr. Martin Wright: “Any student that is interested in
becoming an engineer or would like to learn more about
engineering. They are elective classes that any student
can take. What students have a tendency to find out is that
PLTW classes require them to apply knowledge and skills
learned in many other general education classes. These
classes are project based, meaning they are going to take
what they learn and then use it.”
Junior Summer Dierking: “I chose to take Project Lead
the Way my freshmen year and I have loved it ever since.
I included this program in my schedule each year because
of how helpful it is and it has been helping me get to my
goal of becoming a Biomedical Engineer.”
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Under Pressure
By// Haley Shock

95% of NAHS students say they are
stressed out every day because of school,
according to a poll of 95 students. With
the large amount of accelerated classes offered, and pressure growing, is it too much
for students’ mental health to handle?
NAHS offers four types of diplomas,
ranging from a General Diploma to an
AP Capstone Diploma, all with varying
requirements and difficulty levels. For
many students trying to achieve the more
advanced diplomas, the pressure is high.
“Seeking
good
grades
is bad for my
mental health,
because I feel
that if I do badly on one test,
I’m not smart
enough to be in
some of these
harder classes
and it stresses
me out more,”
junior Jacqueline
Renner
said. “Also, being compared to
other students
that are doing
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good in these classes has had negative impacts on me,”
The school offers 22 AP courses, 24
Dual Credit courses through Ivy Tech, as
well as many honors classes. All of these
courses are based on a college curriculum,
meant to prepare students for college while
still in high school. Some might say that
these higher level classes and higher expectations are doing more bad than good.
“It makes students feel like they’re
not as smart if they aren’t doing the best
in classes and
can set them
up for failure,” Renner
said. “This
can
affect
their
mental health by
making them
feel like they
aren’t good
enough,”
To some students
who
have been in
honors classes for the majority of their

time in school, they may
think that this pressure and
stress is normal.
“I’ve been in honors
or advanced classes almost
my whole school career and
the teachers are always like
‘Take __ class next year’
and never step back to tell
you it’s not a big deal if you
take the non honors or nonAP alternative to a class,
which sometimes can make
it seem like we need to be in
the hardest classes,” Renner
said.
While many feel that
this pressure has negative effects,
many believe that it has some positive ones as well.
“I think [the pressure] has had
some positives, I have learned
better time management skills and
it teaches me where my limits are
and how I can work through them
or know when to stop,” senior
Amelia Tandy said.
Tandy agrees that there is
pressure put on students, but she
doesn’t think it’s always bad.
“ I feel like there is some pressure but not in a bad way,” Tandy
said. “I think New Albany takes pride in
the amount of AP’s they can offer and their
two programs through Ivy Tech, so I think
they just want students to know what’s out
there. When it comes to selecting classes
it is mostly the students choosing as long
as they meet the requirements for their diploma.”
Through taking these excelled classes
students can earn many college credits,
which in turn can lead to a shorter time
spent in college, and overall save money
on tuition.
“It really depends on the student but
most of the time yes, through AP and dual
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credit you can earn so many college credits, there are many schools, especially in
Indiana, that will take these credits and it
will save you lots of money,” Tandy said.
“Even if the school you want to go to
doesn’t accept them, they may count them
for electives or it just prepares you for the
higher level courses in college.”
While the stress of school may not be
affecting everyone now, it still has the
chance of coming back in the future.
“Pushing myself has definitely added a
lot more stress which later in the year will
probably take a toll on my mental health
like it did last year,” Tandy said.

15

15 Reasons why...
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By// Samantha Haub

Every year students have the same questions - Principal Dr. Michelle Ginkins explains the reasoning some of the frequently asked
questions.
Why don’t we have a homecoming dance? Various groups/
clubs have attempted to host them over the years, but attendance has
been low. There is not a rule against them, they just haven’t been
well attended.
Why can’t we have an open campus during lunch? It is a
safety concern to have students traveling back and forth when it is
unnecessary. It was an open campus when I attended here and there
were several car wrecks of which I am aware.
Why do we not have paper towels in the bathrooms anymore? That was a facility decision. I am unsure if it was a cost
savings decision or just because we had working hand dryers with
our recent remodel of the restrooms.
Why can’t students wear hats and hoods? It is important to
be able to see students’ faces while in class [to] gauge their engagement, social interaction, etc. It is also important to be able to
identify students throughout the building.
Why do students need to ask to go to the restroom instead
of getting up and going? This is a safety issue. We should always
know where students are in an emergency, if their parents come to
pick them up, if someone needs them for something. This could be
very disruptive to classrooms as well, versus asking a teacher and
him/her telling the student the most appropriate time to take that
break versus missing instruction throughout the period.
Why is the passing period five minutes long? I would guess
that trial/error was used to determine the time needed for students to
get from one class to the next.
Why did the school switch bell systems? Our old system was
very old and could not be altered without calling an outside company to come change it, which could take weeks. We can now edit the
bells as needed for test days, final exams, etc.
Why can’t teachers have control over the AC/heat individually? They do have control for a few degrees above and below the

Elliott Quillo // 12
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setting. In a large building with classes around one another, it would
not be good for the system to be many degrees different from one
room to the next, I would assume.
Why did the school switch from iPads to Chromebooks? I
believe Chromebooks were more compatible with some software
and testing platforms. They may have also been more cost efficient
for the district and parents/guardians. I believe they are known to be
more durable as well.
Why do 18-year-olds have to get parent permission to leave
even though they are adults? This is safety related. Almost all of
our students, though some are 18, still live with their parents and
their parents expect them to be at school unless their parents have
given them permission to leave.
Why are vending machines closed during lunch? This is related to federal requirements for healthy lunches.
Why do we have to have “healthy” lunches during school?
This is federally mandated. (School lunches have implemented
food to end childhood obesity with The Fresh Fruit and Vegetable
Program (FFVP), according to the Food and Nutrition Service.)
Why can’t seniors paint their parking spots while other
schools do? This was discussed at the building and district level
and it was decided that the cost and possible messes and monitoring
of what is painted on our property were not something we were
interested in starting.
Why are all teachers required to give out a final exam even if
the class doesn’t necessarily need to have a final exam? They are
not required for it to be a “final exam.” It can be a typical, smaller
assessment, a due date for a project, etc. Those days are still school
days and should incorporate further learning and/or assessment of
learning.
Why don’t we have a block schedule instead of having all
seven classes a day? We previously had block scheduling. I believe it was more costly to the district (required more teachers per
student with eight blocks versus seven periods). As a [previous]
student here and as a teacher here, I really liked block scheduling.

Analiese Hickman // 12
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By// Jack Moutardier

3..2..1.. The rush begins, the click of a keyboard with
aspirations of being able to purchase the desired item.
Most come away with a somber expression, as their ambitions of being able to purchase the newly-released item
fall to blank faces with disgruntled smirks. While others
come away joyous as they purchase ten of them to sell for
more than purchased.
Every week something is released in high demand,
whether it be shoes, cards, phones, clothing, gaming consoles, etc. Last week the Jordan 1 A Ma Maniere’s were
released, but coming away with a pair was not likely for
most potential buyers. However, those who may have came
away with a shoe had different plans than to keep them.
Many people have hopes and dreams of coming away with
a cool shirt to wear, while others have plans of buying and
reselling it.
“Shoes have became more than shoes to me but instead
something valuable like trading cards or a signed jersey,”
freshman Cooper Anderson said. “Last year I bought a shoe
for over $400. I didn’t buy the shoe to wear, but instead for
the value of it as a collectible.”
Anderson says he got into shoes back in seventh grade
after buying a pair of Jordan 11s from one of his friends.
He got his business going a month ago with the help of
his grandpa. Anderson says he buys shoes off of StockX,
GOAT, and Nike SNKRS primarily;, when he makes a purchase, he will get the shoe, then flip it for more. Then he

takes the profit and gives his grandpa the money owed back a single pair of the shoe, while they are looking to get many
to him in cash.
pairs, it definitely is disappointing to not get the shoe when
“ Last week I bought a pair of Jordan 1s, this was the first this is the case. “
shoe I won yet. Once arrived, I sold it to a peer, then kept
A big problem with shoes can be the price, a large part
the profit while giving my grandpa his bit back. While I do of the reason for not being able to get shoes at retail price is
like selling and buying, sometimes it can be tough,” Ander- quantity. Junior Ayden Paige says he started buying and sellson said. “Last month I got into the
ing shoes when he was 13. Paige, who
Nike SNKRS app, which is where a
was into Jordans and Nikes, stopped
lot of shoes are released. However a
collecting shoes after the price was
lot of people are trying to get those
raised substantially.
shoes for many reasons. In result I
“At first I wanted to make a career
come up short and can’t score on the
out of shoes, but then, shoes startpurchase as they are all bought. That
ed getting way more expensive and
can be very frustrating for me, but
I stopped selling them,” Paige said.
its a part of it you have to accept.”
“One time I bought a shoe, a Jordan,
When it comes to buying and refor around $300, but now they are way
selling today, shoes are a hot item.
more expensive. I did enjoy shoes, but
With there being such a variety;
now with them so much more expenthere is a pair for everyone, whethsive, I don’t as much.”
er it be to frame and collect or wear
While shoes are a big part of reand dirty, with many big name shoes
selling and entrepreneurship in modfrom various brands such as Adidas
ern time, there are many other various
(Yeezy,) Jordan, and Nike. Howevtypes of items to collect, sell, buy,
er when people come to buy these
trade, etc.
shoes they aren’t buying them off
Freshman Ollie Dickman has an
of those websites, and instead off of Showing off his merchandise, freshman Ollie
eccentric interest in jewelery. Dickman
sneaker websites including GOAT, Dickman loves wearing his bling and selling it. says he started getting into jewelery a
StockX, Grailed, etc,
year ago when he and his brother went
due to pricing. While these shoes come from to the Green Tree Mall. While there they stopped by Sunny
those brands and others, they don’t sustain re- Jewelers.
tail price, the demand for these types of shoes
“It was love at first sight,” Dickman said. “ Great busiFreshman Cooper Anderson
is high, causing inflation and a rise in price.
ness and authentic jewelry was the pull to the store for me.
What do you mainly do as an entrepreneur?
Retail for Yeezy’s might be $220, but they From there I couldn’t control my obsession for buying exI do a little bit of both buying and selling.
can go for way more in the resale market - pensive chains and rings. My first chain was a 10 karat gold,
A big thing for me is buying a lot of shoes,
many going for $300-$400 consistently.
3 millimeter chain.”
vintage clothing, anything from hype shoes
Freshman
Rylan
Shrink
says
he
loves
to
While Dickman spends a lot of money on his chains, he
like Jordans, to Yeezy’s, then reselling them
buy shoes; he started getting into shoes in the still uses it to his benefit to make profit. He said he has made
for more later on.
sixth grade and hasn’t looked back. Unlike 15 sales.
Is it hard to let go of shoes when it comes time
Anderson, he mainly buys and doesn’t sell his
“Every year minerals are getting more valuable, and
to sell them? It depends on the shoe, certain
shoes have different values, just recently I
shoes for profit.
more rare,” Dickman said. “I buy a lot of chains, but then
sold my first pair of expensive sneakers I
“ Every week, I’m always looking into new sell them later on for more money. I love the satisfaction
ever owned, and that was tough to let go of.
shoes to buy,” Shrink said. “I mainly like the of making money and having it in my possession. It makes
But overall I’m ok with letting them go as its part of my business.
Nike Dunks. However many times I fall short every chain I sell worth it as the money I can earn from them
Do you want to make a career out of this? Yes, eventually my plan is
in purchasing. Whenever shoes release for the helps to buy more chains and continue to sell them.”
to make a sneaker shop out of this and have a life long business.
first time I’m always looking to get them for
For Dickman selling jewelry is just a means to a better
Do you enjoy doing it? For sure, it is something that I want to make
retail price. But this can be difficult with low end.
a career out of and I love doing it.
stock and high demand. I am against people
“When I’m rich I want to give a fair amount to the less
that buy in big quantities as I am looking to get fortunate and help those in need,” Dickman said.

An entrepreneur’s story
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What comes around goes around
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By// Abby Lewis

After Red [Taylor’s Version] became
public on November 12, 2021 and Fearless
[Taylor’s Version] earlier on April 9, 2021
re-recording, instead of traditional releasing
methods, was brought to the forefront of
many music fans’ minds.
“I have been listening to [Taylor Swift]
since I was six years old,” sophomore Crimsen Baker said. “My favorite thing about
[Fearless (Taylor’s Version) and Red (Taylor’s Version)] is hearing the changes in the
music from the original and listening to the
musical differences.”
Swift originally recorded her album
Fearless at age 18 and Red at 22. Although
many people believe voices don’t change
after puberty, one of the main differences
in the sounds of Fearless (Taylor’s Version)
and Red (Taylor’s Version) is the more mature vocals the singer has presented at age
32.
“The voice changes constantly,” Choir
Director Benjamin Waltz said. “Young voices are very flexible, [but] they become less
flexible as you
age, especially
when you approach geriatric
age.”
Since
the
vocal cords are
actually
muscles, they can
develop
with
proper training
and weaken with
sickness.
“Pop musicians and rock
musicians tend
to be a little
more abusive to
their voices, and
musical theater can be a bit rough on folks’
voices on the professional level,” Waltz
said. “They are performing a lot more, they

are performing in less than ideal conditions
a lot of times, so that can be a lot more extreme on their voices and can cause more
wear and tear.”
Waltz said that this type of sensation
is the same thing a runner may experience
when they have overworked themselves.
Overwork or bad technique can cause issues
regarding vocal health. Senior Haylie Harvey’s favorite band, Avenged Sevenfold’s
vocalists have vocal issues that may prevent
them from re-recording.
“Their vocalists’ vocal chords are messed
up from their earlier albums,” Harvey said.
“I would buy [a re-recorded album] if they
did [release one] though.”
Although re-releasing old music isn’t exactly a new idea, Swift popularized the idea
after her famous legal battle with Scooter
Braun for the rights to her music. Unfortunately, this is not a new issue for celebrities.
“I think Ke$ha should re-record her
music because like Taylor Swift, she had a
producer, Dr. Luke, who took advantage of
her,” junior Nick
Prince said. “He
took advantage of
her, he basically
stole her music
and he was terrible, in the same
way that Scooter
Bruan kinda took
advantage of Taylor Swift.”
Prince
says
that many artists
like Ke$ha and
Katy Perry who
used to be huge
would be good
candidates
for
re-recording due
to the publicity they would garner today.
“I think that Ke$ha has some really good
older music and she would really benefit

from re-recording her music,” Prince said.
“It’s taking ownership of her old music
back.”
During this process Swift has potentially made the idea or re-recording more
tangible to other artists, even if it isn’t for
legal purposes.
“There are a lot of older singers from
when I was younger that I would listen to
[now], like One Direction,” sophomore
Alexys Boule said. “I think a lot of artists
who were popular in 2012 should re-record
their songs or make songs that are like their
old ones.”
Boule, who says she thinks that music
is important and can help anybody through
any time, says she enjoyed the vibes of the
time. Others, like sophomore Benjamin
Caufield, think that revisiting older songs
can help an artist make newer songs better
at any time.
“I think it is almost always great to revisit previous songs,” sophomore Benjamin Caufield said. “It reminds [the artist]
what [they] were originally inspired by.”
Cover bands are also a large part of
re-recording. According to PopMatters,
cover bands became popular in the 1950s
as a way to reach out to larger demographics and make more money. Now, cover
bands are thriving on YouTube.
“I think [cover bands] are a good
thing,” Prince said, “I think hearing new
approaches to songs gives the listener a
different experience.”
Different spins that other artists put on
a song sometimes can satisfy a listener’s
feelin that the original song did not satisfy.
“Some songs [cover bands] cover sound
a little better, like acoustic [versions],”
Boule said. “I know that some people like
those better.”
No matter what the reason for re-recording is, the albums can still bring out the
same emotions that listeners were able to
experience the first time.
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“The bridge of All Too Well yanks my
heart out, somehow, every time,” junior
Rose Schulz said. “I feel like artists with
older albums that have a lot of emotion
should re-record them later in their careers.
At the very least, they should be remas-
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Spider-Man has long history

Movie
Release
Timeline

By// Zachary Weedman
There have been many Spider-Man iterations throughout the years, each having
strengths and weaknesses that define them.
One in particular, however, rises the proudest, but falls the most disappointingly.
Spider-Man, directed by Sam Raimi,
premiered in 2002, and is one of the first
superhero movies to do positively at the
box office and be received well critically. It
has good writing, decent pacing and acting;
overall it’s a very solid movie. It has a certain campy mood that makes it unique, and
in general serves as a very classic and fun
interpretation of the character. Two more
movies were released in the series - the second (2004), was the most well received in
the trilogy, cited as having the best villain
along with the best character arc for Peter,
while the third (2007), was considered too
crowded and not as well crafted as the other
two, but still a fun watch.
Then, in 2012 and 2014, The Amazing
Spider-Man 1 & 2 were released, both directed by Mark Webb. These movies, especially
the second one, were not as well received
as the Raimi trilogy, with issues being had
with the writing, pace, acting, presentation
and interpretation of the characters, the suit
- borderline everything. While these movies
have a more modern feel to them, they, for
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By// Olivia Head

the most part, lack the nuance and polish the
previous movies had in spades.
Now, with Sony and Disney making a
deal in 2016 granting Marvel rights to the
character, we’re in the midst of a new Spider-Man trilogy, directed by Jon Watts and
set in the MCU, with the final installment,
No Way Home, due for release December
17. The MCU trilogy has been fairly well
received - His humor is on point, the action
is good and makes good use of his powers,
Peter is just the right amount of nerdy as
himself and slick as Spider-Man, the villains
are well executed, the suit balances classic
and modern aesthetics, and in general nearly
all the elements fall into place satisfyingly.
However, not everything is perfect.
A big part of Spider-Man is the reason
he becomes a hero in the first place. In both
the Raimi and Webb movies, Uncle Ben’s
(Peter’s guardian and, moreover, an ordinary citizen) death and final message of
great power coming with great responsibility permeates everything Peter does going
forward, but in the MCU trilogy, Ben is nowhere to be found, having essentially been
replaced by Tony Stark, Although he’s is a
good person to have as a role model, there’s
a pretty big difference between drawing
inspiration from your uncle and from a bil-

Christmas Hallmark movies have made a
steady rise in viewing since 2014.
The question still remains though: why are so
many people obsessed with them?
Today, Hallmark is a major manufacturing
business and a beloved national television network first created in 1910 as a postcard family
business, according to Country Living. Hallmark
officially launched their Christmas channel in
2001 but have made other various movies since
1960. During the year Hallmark movies and
mysteries play movies routinely.
The opening weekend of the channel’s annual
Christmaspalooza drew 15.2 million viewers in
2016, but in 2017, it pulled in 17.6 million viewers, according to Vox. Viewing numbers have
continued to rise since 2018, and has earned over

lionaire.
Spider-Man is great because anyone
could be him. Sure, they may not have his
powers, but that isn’t really what makes him
special; his will to help others is. He’s just a
kid from Queens, and if he can do it, so can
you. Peter reveering his uncle supports this
characteristic far better than him reveering
Tony - everyone has an Uncle Ben, but not
everyone has a Tony Stark.
This is made worse considering these
movies have acknowledged Uncle Ben’s
existence and have shown Peter achieving
amazing things through nothing but sheer
willpower. In Homecoming, after Peter
recklessly endangers civilians fighting the
Vulture, Tony takes the suit he’s made for
him, telling him that if he’s nothing without the suit, he shouldn’t have it. Peter then
goes on to defeat the Vulture with nothing
but his homemade suit and the technology
he’s created for himself. The same sort of
situation is in Far From Home too, when
Peter learns to hone his Spider-Sense to
defeat Mysterio. These moments are excellent, and they’d be that much more powerful if Ben inspired him to accomplish these
things, but are instead sold somewhat short
with Tony as a stand-in.
It seems with every cinematic interpre-

$390 million in ad revevenue plus Hallmark
movies and mysteries will bring in another $146
million.
“They are all just kind of like an escape,” teacher Angela Huot said.
“There’s not really any high stress,
they all pretty much have the same
plot. There is never anything crazy
going on. Nobody gets hurt.”
Christmas Hallmark movies entice
viewers with specific recurring themes,
according to Vox. They use actors that
seem familiar and have been in other Hallmark
movies before. If the movie doesn’t go over well
for the box office that year, they will continue
playing it so it gains popularity over time. Because Christmas is such a commercial holiday
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May 3, 2002

June 30, 2004

Sam Raimi's SpiderMan premieres

Spider-Man 2
premieres

May 4, 2007

July 3, 2012

Spider-Man 3
premieres

Mark Webb's The
Amazing Spider-Man
premieres

May 2, 2014

July 7, 2017

The Amazing SpiderMan 2 premieres

Jon Watt's SpiderMan: Homecoming
premieres

July 2, 2019

December 17, 2021

Spider-Man: Far From
Home premieres

Spider-Man: No Way
Home premieres

tation of the character, something isn’t as
good as it could be. Although the Raimi
trilogy excelled in most areas, Peter is a bit
too dorky as Spider-Man, the silly tone can
be a bit much, and the finale is bloated. The
Webb movies got Spider-Man right, but
made Peter too cool, had an inconsistent
tone, and a sloppy storyline with an even
sloppier finale. The Watts films correct all
of these problems, with the finale set up to
be the best out of the three. It’s just disappointing that the trilogy that gets the most
right gets such a critical aspect wrong.

filled with decking the halls, hot cocoa, and
snow, Hallmark turns these ideas into timeless
feel- ings so any viewer can get a sense of coziness that comes with Christmas and can
recognize thease specfic points.
“You know everything’s going to be
just fine,’’ Huot said. “We feel familiar
with the actors, everything about them
is so cheerful. And there’s always
someone’s dad who is Santa or they
have someone performing magic or
something. I think it’s just easy to get lost in it
and it’s such a fantasy world.”
There are a lot of speculations about why
Hallmark movies tend to have the same story
plot. Most Hallmark plots include a middle aged
to younger woman leaving the big city to go
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The importance of representation

The depiction of minority communities on stage, in film, and in media is as crucial as ever
By // Ally Landgraf
Media has a great power when shaping
an audience’s view or knowledge about representation in social issues. The portrayal of
minorities and communities, such as POC
(people of color) and LGBTQIA+ individuals, in the entertainment industry, can bring
understanding and inspiration to many.
Senior Cadie Blanchard has expressed
their thoughts in the eyes of someone who
is both POC and LGBT+.
“I think it’s good for people to be able
to see reality reflected in the media, especially for impressionable young people,”
Blanchard said.
In everyday life, we see people of all
ethnicities and communities. Without that
in the media, kids grow up without seeing
themselves in their favorite shows.
“With representation, we get a lot of the
same thing, and there’s more than one way
to be black or native or latiné,” Blanchard
said. “While your societal and cultural experience as a POC will impact a lot of who
you are, there isn’t any exclusive way for
someone to act or behave as a POC.”
Many films and shows use stereotypes
and token side characters that may portray
these individuals in a harmful light.
“There’s an awful lot of shows with aggressive comedic presence from POC, so

much that the characters aren’t taken seriously,” Blanchard said.
Alongside stereotypes, film and television seem to use the same POC and LGBT
actors for their films, leaving undiscovered,
talented actors without a chance for the
spotlight.
“Franchises tend to steer towards bigger
actors as opposed to small POC actors, who
are more likely to need the jobs, and honestly will make movies and shows better and
put more representation out there for us,”
Blanchard said.
Many companies have representation
and touch on serious topics to bring attention to it, but some may be taken as performative. Performative activism can be
harmful because it is done to increase one’s
social capital rather than because of their
devotion to the cause.
“If they aren’t actively going to make
an effort to change our societal standards
and the system in itself that feeds into that
discrimination, then they don’t actively care
about the issue,” Blanchard said.
There is a lot to be done in the future,
from more POC lead casts to franchises actively not working with homophobic actors
or producers.
“In general we need to have more reflec-

back to her home roots and she breaks down near a small
Christmas village. Most commonly thought is that the writers tend to go for traditional American values, according to
Vox. Hallmark feeds on the ideas of family quality time and
cutesy plots with girls wearing red and green sweaters, moving from the big city to a smaller town and/or falling in love
with the cute single bachelor. Hallmark movies entice audiences with “happily ever afters” and the idea that Christmas
isn’t about presents or money, but about Christmas spirit.
“My husband jokes that executives at Hallmark have a dart board,” Huot said. “And so
they’ll be like “Chistmas in Alaska!” or they’ll
do “Christmas on a cruise!” or whatever, and so
it’s basically just changing the setting, but they
just use the same storyline over and over and
pretty much recycle the same actors as well.
They are so predictable.”

tion of real life dynamics and positive portrayal of POC and minorities in the industry
in general,” Blanchard said. “It’s a good role
model for younger children and it’s nice to
see yourself represented on screen.”
Large franchises are slowly integrating
representation in their films, such as Marvel introducing their first openly gay couple
in Eternals, and their first Asian superhero
protagonist in Shang-Chi.
Sophomore Soul Phillips encourages
this.
“Introducing Loki as gender fluid and
talking about Peter Parker being bisexual is
a great way to show that we, as a community, exist everywhere,” Phillips said.
Marvel taking this large step may pave
the way for more representation in other
shows and movies.
“From a big corporation like Marvel,
it’ll probably encourage more shows to start
talking about discrimination,” Blanchard
said.
Famous celebrities are accomplishing
things for minorities and communities every day, such as JoJo Siwa making history
with American Latin dancer Jenna Johnson
as the first same-sex duo on Dancing With
the Stars. In addition, actor Elliot Page became the first trans man to appear on a Time

Hallmark also uses the same type of actors in every
Christmas movie. In using this same formula,
they introduce the audience to that specific type
of actor parallel to Christmas movies. So everything the audience sees that actor, their mind
will automatically go to Christmas movies and to
Hallmark, according to Vox. Candace Cameron
Bure, who started out in the show Full House, has
been in 29 Hallmark movies since 2008, according t o
Approved; she is dubbed the “Christmas queen”.
“Everything is just so happy and it all works
out in the end, for sure,” Huot said.
What else is there that Hallmark uses that
draws viewers in?
Hallmark has seemed to target more middle
aged women with a +38% rise in views of adults
18-49, according to Crown Media. Hallmark tends to

Magazine cover.
“People can learn a lot from LGBTQ+
icons such as JoJo and Elliot Page,” Phillips
said. “They can give others the courage to
come forward out of the metaphorical closet
and perhaps tell certain media that our voices should be heard.”
Representation is a way to show that
there are LGBT+ voices in all forms of media. Even in the music industry artists are
still making history, for example, Lil Nas
X becoming the first openly LGBT Black
artist to win a Country Music Association
award.
“I hope that many other artists will see
their platform and influence as a great opportunity to let their stories be heard and to
show LGBTQ+ youths that their voices deserve to be heard,” Phillips said.
POC and LGBT+ voices and representation being heard and shown in the media
let’s generations see themselves and be inspired to speak up in the future about their
communities.
“There are so many different cultures
and identities that deserve to be heard and
acknowledged,” Phillips said. “We aren’t
asking for every character in a piece of film
to be gay, that’s unrealistic, we just ask to
have our voices heard.”

favor Middle-American and Christians, according to
The New Yorker.
“They are geared towards middle-aged women,”
Huot said. “Especially because they’re all romantic
and they all have such happy endings and all the
men are so romantic and all that.”
For most viewers, Christmas Hallmark movies offer a wide variation of fun, humor, drama, and
romance right from the safety of your couch. They provide
positive outlooks on life and with the Christmas coziness
and added magical effects they give viewers a sense of belonging. They are nostalgic and give people something good
and fun to look forward to when life isn’t going their way,
according to Vox.
“Once you get to be an adult and you have the added
stresses of adult life,” Huot said. “ It is just kind of nice to
have something predictable and lighthearted to watch.”
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Astroworld accountability
By// Jamie Sullivan

On November 8, 50,000 people headed
to Houston for a night of fun. They had
no idea that night would be full of death,
destruction, and disaster.
With the Astroworld Festival trending on social media, many concert goers
have shared their unfortunate experiences
through videos and statements on various
internet platforms. Since November, people
on YouTube, Instagram, Tiktok, and other
social media outlets have brought much
needed attention to the tragedy.
As of November 15, the total number
of Astroworld casualties had risen to ten,
ranging from 9-27. Additionally, more
than 300 people were injured during the
concert. Hundreds of people have been
hospitalized as a result of trampling, suffocation, and crowding. The amount of negligence and encouragement of violence that
took place at Astroworld caused fatalities
and does not deserve to be taken lightly.
Nine-year-old Ezra Blount passed away
after being trampled by the other attendees
who were trying to make it to safety. Travis
Scott offered to pay for the funeral, but the
Blount family declined. Scott’s attorney,
Daniel Petrocelli, sent letters to the families of four of the victims offering complete

payment for the funeral services. Not only
people sneaking in (and Scott encouraging
did Scott not contact the families directly,
it), breaching park perimeters, stampeding,
his form of apology is payment.
and so on. Additionally, the venue layout
Other celebrities have spoken out, and
was unsuitable for 50,000 people and some
some have even decided to part ways with
of the security guards did not receive apScott for the time being. SZA, Roddy
propriate training. Scott was also reported
Ricch, Kid Cudi, and Beyonce all exto have intentionally not halted the show
pressed their condolences to the families
even when he heard his fans screaming for
who had lost loved ones that night. Kylie
help in the crowd.
Jenner also released a statement on her
This isn’t the first time Scott has done
Instagram story, stating
something unsafe at
that she and Scott
one of his shows. The
564'7/%4)/-'+"'".1'1"' rapper was sentenced
were “unaware of any
3%($&$)-'%0*'%&&'18"-)' to probation in 2015 for
fatalities until after the
show.” Celebrities aren’t
a security breach at his
$(7%#1)*'94'28%1'
the only ones speaking
Illinois concert. In 2018,
8%77)0)*'%1'18)'
out; Nike postponed
he paid a $7,500 fine for
:-1/"2"/&*';)-1$,%&<=' urging fans to rush the
their collaboration with
Travis Scott following
stage. At this point, it
Travis Scott
Astroworld, and his shoe
should be obvious that
release was postponed
Scott should be held
as a result.
responsible for what happened. Scott has
After the events of Astroworld, it has
been given opportunity after opportunity
become even more apparent that the impor- to make his concerts safer for his audience,
tance of concert safety cannot be overbut it has only gotten worse over the years.
looked. According to professional event
It’s insane that ten people had to die in
planners, Scott had numerous opportunities order for more people to speak out against
to prevent the issues that occurred during
this blatant ignorance.
Astroworld. This includes overcrowding,
Scott has since issued official state-

ments on Instagram, including a controversial apology video. In the video, Scott
can be seen rubbing his head and putting
on a black and white filter over his face. It
all feels very superficial, and the apology
has become a meme on social media. Aside
from the infamous video, Scott also posted
a written apology in which he stated, These
apologies are clearly from someone who
is only concerned about their career, and
most people on social media believe Scott
is being disingenuous.
This mass tragedy has led people to
wonder who will get the blame for the
tragedy. The legalities are still ongoing.
Scott and Drake have piles of lawsuits
against them, with the highest one being a
fine of $750,000,000. Scott’s lawyers claim
that Scott has “no legal liability” for what
happened. On December 7, Scott denied
all legal liability and asked the judge to
dismiss all lawsuits against him.
Astroworld has broken up and devastated families. Ten people’s lives were
cut short because of avoidable incidents
that Travis Scott failed to acknowledge.
Accountability must be held, and justice
must be served.

!"#$%&'()*$%'+$,)-'.-)/-'.0/)%&$-1$#',$)2-'"3'/)%&$14
By//Alysia Bailey
As the average time spent on social media continues
steadily. increase, it has become evident that social media
can be damaging to personal relationships, according to
Social Media Today. It seems that the more time people
spend on social media, the greater the negative impact it
will have on relationships.
In today’s society, people are constantly on their
phones switching between Snapchat, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
“Three billion people, around 40% of the world’s population, use online social media — and we’re spending an
average of two hours every day sharing, liking, tweeting,

and updating on these platforms, according to Snapchat
photos shared every minute,” according to BBC Future.
That breaks down to around half a million tweets and
global news companies.
Social media contributes to unhealthy comparison
and unrealistic expectations for what relationships are
supposed to be like, and couples may spend more time
observing an image of who they are, rather than focusing
on the relationship itself. Social media use has also been
linked to poor body image and depression, which can negatively affect relationships. When in real life it won’t look
like the endless TikToks, Snapchat Stories, and Instagram

posts we see on social media, which can lead to disappointment in either yourself, your partner, or even both.
Two hours a day is the average time people spend
on their phones, according to Social Media Today. This
can lead to a decline in personal relationships because
people are no longer interacting with their friends and
family. Rather than engaging in an actual conversation
with them, they sit and scroll through social media out of
what researchers refer to as FOMO. “Fear of missing out
(FOMO) is the psychological mentality that individuals
might be missing out on a social opportunity or situation.
This mentality requires that they stay constantly connect-
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Can I please get a hall pass?

!"#$%&'(#$)&(*)+#,)-.+/#01&$(.)&23#4"*5.22.)&#()#12"#(6"#*"2(*))5#26)1+-#&)(#,"#-"&."By// Abbey Knoop
Have you ever wondered what six
words will shake your teacher to their
absolute core, disrupt the class, ruin the
lesson, etc…? Well, wonder no more.
Those very words are simply this, “Can I
go to the bathroom?”.
Asking that simple question is one of
the most controversial things I have seen
in my four years at NAHS. The fact that it
is a yes or no question in general boggles
my mind.
Well, this year has been a slap in the
face to that question. It is no longer a
simple question; it's more of a question you
ponder on for the entire period until you
quite literally can’t. That's weird.
There’s definitely a reason for the
recent increase in denied bathroom passes.
A student-created reason, at that. In case
you haven’t heard of the hopefully-dying
trend entitled, “devious licks”, it’s basically
where kids vandalize and steal things from
bathrooms as a joke. Yes, you read that
right.
The TikTok trend was annoying then
and it’s annoying now. All it did was
ed with others and updated about what
their friends are doing.’’ according to
a study conducted by Brigham Young
University .
People’s fear of missing out on what
others post on social media often results
in missed opportunities of doing fun
activities with significant others, family
and friends.
Although social media wasn’t intended
to harm personal relationships, its overuse
has led to a lack of social skills, mistrust,
a decline in mental health, and an inability
to live in the moment. The more time people spend in front of a screen, the greater
their chance of experiencing anxiety,

inconvenience other students and make the
scanning a QR code with their Chromeperpetrators look like, to be frank, idiots.
book and filling out a Google Form that
However, it was very clearly not an evthen tracks when they went to the bathery student problem. Vandalizing restrooms room, how long they were in the bathroom,
was not something that
and which period/class
every single student
they were in. Seems
was doing or finding
excessive, right? YES.
funny. It got old pretty
I’m a big fan of
quickly.
the phrase, “If I don’t
When a small
give you a reason to
group of students
not trust me then there
messes up, they
is no reason to not
usually mess it up
trust me.” I feel like
for everyone. At least
this new program goes
that is what we are
against that, a lot.
seeing now with this
Although I don’t
new bathroom pilot
think bodily autonoprogram.
my is much of a trust
Emphasis on pilot
thing. If you have to
program, because this A TikTok trend made bathroom pranks increase go, you have to go. It’s
isn’t clarified to be the in schools across the nation in recent months.
not like you’re sending
laid-in-stone program
your kid out with
for bathroom passes, according to Dean of
friends on a Friday night.
Students, Mrs. Kelly Payne.
While I understand the hesitation of
However, it’s been in effect by lots of
unlimited bathroom passes for all from
teachers. The trial system involves students an administrator or teacher’s perspective,
depression, and a lack of social interaction
according to NCBI. It is vital to both your
mental health and your personal relationships to limit the amount of time you
spend on social media.
Social media is easily accessible, it can
have a negative effect on not only personal and romantic relationships but also on
your mental health and overall well-being.
Being on your phone not as much will not
only improve your relationships, but you
will find that you are happier when you
spend less time worrying about what other
people are doing with their lives and focus
on your own.

student’s deserve their fair say as well.
As a senior, I’m going to be in college
next year. I turn 18 in three months and I
will be paying real adult world taxes and
working 30 hour weeks over summer. I will
be a new young legal adult. Some of the
students in my class already are. Systems
like this new pilot QR code show that just
because a few kids cause some trouble,
even the seniors who have been here for
four years have to be treated like little kids.
I understand the respect of asking permission so a teacher knows where you are
and I even understand tracking how long
we were there, as embarrassing as that is,
but teachers actively exercising their right
to tell students no is extremely off putting.
While the anger towards the situation
shouldn’t be directed at administrators
or individual teachers, it is our right as
students to voice our opinions on the matter. I’ve heard pretty mixed reviews, but
the majority of students agree we have a
right to use the restroom when needed and
unless we’ve shown our teachers a reasonthey should not be telling us no.

1. Live in the moment. Don't let social media
create a fake image in your mind

THE

2. Unfollow accounts that don't make you feel
good. Instead follow accounts that bring you joy.
3.

Turn off notifications or
start setting a bedtime.

RUNDOWN
Does social media affect your relationship?

Does social media affect your mental health?
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Social media doesn’t put too much pressure on
us, it’s kind of just fun to show how we are and
what we are doing. If someone commented
about us negatively I wouldn’t do much, because
it shouldn’t make a difference because they
aren’t in our relationship or involved. Social media
doesn’t have an effect on us, it's kind of just for
fun. Social media for our relationship does not
show who we are in person and I think that is a
huge part of why people think that their opinions
matter to us and they try to affect our
relationship. -Lucy Quillo & Landon Gum

16 //Sports
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By// Lila Endres
terfered with all athletes in general.
With it being a new school year and
we don't have a lot of strict restrictions, the team will most definitely
be more successful."
This year the Bulldogs started
off their season strong winning their
first game against Evansville Bosse
59-19. They continued their winning streak winning their next two
games as well. However, the Bulldogs have lost their last three games
but are looking to improve.
Last year the team only won six
games. Even though this team's roster is lacking in height, they make
up for it in their speed.
"I'd like to see the team bond
more and really learn how to use
our speed to our advantage," Roland said.
Junior Journey Howard has been
playing basketball for nine years
and said this year's season is off to a
way better start than last year.
"My favorite part of the season
so far is how close I am with my
team and the singing on the bus,"
Howard said.

Journey Howard // 11

Maleea Roland // 12

Tucker Biven // 12

Jayden Thompson // 12

Basketball season is back for the
Lady Bulldogs who are 4-8.
Last year the team ended their
season losing to Bedford North
Lawrence in the playoffs. This
year's varsity roster includes eight
players, four of which are seniors
so they are looking to come back
stronger.
Senior Maleea Roland is a shooting guard and has been playing basketball since she was four years old.
Roland said that her favorite part of
basketball is having fun and getting
to play with the people she has been
playing with since the third grade.
"This year's team will have more
success because of our basketball
IQ and the leadership roles," Roland said.
Senior Daisha Morris is playing
her first season for NAHS this year.
She said the main thing She wants
to see this season is her team continuing to improve.
"Even though I didn't play last
year, I really do think that the team
will be more successful this year,"
Morris said. "Last year, Covid-19
caused some untimely chaos and in-
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The boys team kicked off the season with two wins; they beat Clarksville 48-45 for their first game of the
season and Evansville Harrison 6159.
The Bulldogs fell to rival FC last
week 26-57, making them 2-3 for the
season.
Last year the team finished the
season with 16 wins and seven losses. They finished third in the Hoosier
Hills Conference only losing conference games to Madison and Jennings
County.
Senior Jayden Thompson says he
has been playing basketball since he
could walk and now wears #30 for
the Bulldogs. He said he wants to be
as helpful to the team as possible this
year and win their rival games.
"So far it has been okay, it's been
a little bit of a rough start, but better
early rather than later," Thompson
said. "We will figure everything out.”
This year the team is looking
forward to facing off in those rival
games and being successful in postseason play.
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"I just want to win a sectional
championship," Thompson said.
Senior Tucker Biven is a shooting
guard and said one of his main goals
is to be a leader and see a sectional
title this year.
"I would really like to see a sectional title because I've been watching NAHS basketball my whole life
and I want my teammates and I to
experience that," Biven said.
This year's team is young with
only three seniors and two juniors on
the roster. With a young team leadership is even more important.
"I want to be a leader and leave
this program knowing I didn't leave
anything behind," Biven said.
The Bulldogs have big goals this
year and the competition is tough.
“We have one of the toughest
schedules in the state by far including Cathedral, Zionsville and Carmel who are all top five in the state,”
Biven said. “Then we have our always-tough rival games like Floyd
and Jeff so it's really hard to say who
our biggest competition is.”

